Partial abductive inference in Bayesian belief networks (BBNs) is intended as the process of generating the K most probable con®gurations for a set of unobserved variables (the explanation set). This problem is NP-hard and so exact computation is not always possible. In previous works genetic algorithms (GAs) have been used to solve the problem in an approximate way by using exact probabilities propagation as the evaluation function. However, although the translation of a partial abductive inference problem into a (set of) probabilities propagation problem(s) enlarges the class of solvable problems, it is not enough for large networks. In this paper we try to enlarge the class of solvable problems by reducing the size of the graphical structure in which probabilities propagation will be carried out. To achieve this reduction we present a method that yields a (forest of) clique tree(s) from which the variables of the explanation set have been removed, but in which con®gurations of these variables can be evaluated. Experimental results show a signi®cant speedup of the evaluation function when propagation is performed over the obtained reduced graphical structure. 
Introduction
Bayesian belief networks (BBNs) [19, 13] are frequently used as the kernel of Probabilistic Expert Systems, because they provide an ecient representation of the joint probability distribution, and allow us to calculate probabilities by means of local computation, i.e., only relevant information is considered when a probability has to be calculated.
Although the most commonly used type of inference in BBNs is probabilities (or evidence) propagation, in this paper we are interested in another type of inference, known as abductive reasoning (also known as diagnostic reasoning because it is in the ®eld of diagnostic where abductive reasoning has its most clear application [11] ).
Abduction is de®ned as the process of generating a plausible explanation for a given set of observations or facts [20] , and in the context of probabilistic reasoning, abductive inference corresponds to ®nding the maximum a posteriori probability state of the system variables, given some evidence (observed variables) [18] . The increasing attention received by abductive inference in BBNs over the last decade has yielded as a result the development of both exact and approximate solution methods. However, only some of these algorithms [10, 17, 21, 22] will work for every network topology and search for the K most probable con®gurations and not only for the best one. The algorithms presented in [17, 22] are exact and based on clique tree propagation. On the other hand, the algorithms presented in [10, 21] are approximate and based on genetic algorithms (GA), which follows from the fact that abductive inference in BBNs can be viewed as a combinatorial optimization problem.
When we are interested in obtaining the K most probable con®gurations only for a subset of the network variables called explanation set [16] , the problem is known as the partial abductive inference or the maximum a posteriori hypothesis. Although this problem seems to be more useful in practical applications (because we can select the relevant 1 variables as the explanation set) than total abductive inference, it has received much less attention. Recently, the authors have proposed to solve this problem by combining GAs (to guide the search) and clique tree propagation (as the evaluation/®tness function) [7, 9] .
Our goal in this paper is to improve the eciency of the evaluation function proposed in [7] by reducing the size of the clique tree in which the propagation is carried out. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we brie¯y recall some concepts about BBNs and abductive inference. In Section 3 the process of compiling a network into a clique tree is studied. In Section 4 we revise the method of absorption of evidence introduced by Lauritzen and Spiegelhalter [15] . In Section 5 we discuss how to adapt it in order to absorb the explanation set, and in Section 6 we present an algorithm to accomplish the task of obtaining a reduced clique tree, that is, a clique tree in which the explanation set variables have been absorbed. In Section 7 the experiments carried out are described, and ®nally, in Section 8, we consider the conclusions.
BBNs and abductive inference
A BBN [13, 19] is a directed acyclic graph (DAG), G X U ; E, where each node represents a random variable, and the topology of the graph shows the (in)dependence relations among the variables. The quantitative part of the model is given by a probability distribution for each node conditioned to its parents. If X U fX 1 ; . . . ; X n g is the set of variables in the network, then the joint probability can be calculated as:
where paX i contains the parents of X i in G. Eq. (1) is known as the chain-rule.
In the rest of the paper we will use F Xi fX i g paX i to denote the family of a node/variable X i , and f Xi P X i jpaX i to denote the probability family of variable X i . Abductive inference in BBNs, also known as the most probable explanation (MPE) problem, corresponds to ®nding the maximum a posteriori probability state of the network, given the observed variables (the evidence). In a more formal way: if X O is the set of observed variables and X U is the set of unobserved variables, we aim to obtain the con®guration x Ã U of X U such that: x Ã U arg max
where X O x O is the observed evidence. Usually, x Ã U is known as the MPE. It is well known that the MPE can be found using probabilities propagation methods but replacing summation by maximum in the marginalization operator (due to the distributive property of maximum with respect to multiplication) [6] . Therefore, the process of searching for the most probable explanation has the same complexity as probabilities propagation. However, in order to search for the K MPEs more complex methods have to be used; for example, in [17] clique tree propagation is combined with a divide and conquer algorithm that iteratively identi®es the K MPEs.
In partial abductive inference, if we denote the explanation set by X E & X U , then the goal is to obtain the con®guration x Ã E of X E such that:
where X R X U n X E . In general, x Ã E is not equal to the projection of the con®guration x Ã U over X E , so we need to obtain x Ã E directly (Eq. (3)). The process of ®nding the con®guration x Ã E is more complex than that of ®nding x Ã U , because not all clique trees obtained from the original BBN are valid. In fact, because summation and maximum have to be used simultaneously and these operations do not show a commutative behavior, the variables of X E must form a sub-tree of the complete tree. The problem of ®nding a valid clique tree for a given explanation set X E is studied in [8] . From that study it can be concluded that the size 2 of the clique tree obtained for partial abductive inference starts growing (in general) in an exponential way with respect to the number of variables included in the explanation set, being the worst case when X E contains around half the variables in the network. Later, it decreases being the size in the case in which X E contains all the variables the same than when X E contains a single variable. Therefore, the computer requirements (time and memory) necessary can be so high, that the problem becomes unsolvable by exact computation, even for medium-size networks. Thus, the use of approximate methods for partial abductive inference in BBNs is even more necessary than for total abductive inference. As it has been mentioned in the introduction, given that abductive inference in BBNs can be viewed as a combinatorial optimization problem, optimization metaheuristics in general, and GAs in particular represent a good choice.
The exercise of dealing with partial abductive inference using optimization methods could seem easier than that of dealing with total abductive inference, because the size of the search space in the partial case is considerably smaller than in the total abductive inference problem. However, this is not the case, because of the increasing complexity of the evaluation (®tness) function. In fact, as P x U jx O is proportional to P x U ; x O , this value can be used to rank the dierent con®gurations, and so in the total case the chain rule can be applied in order to evaluate a con®guration [10, 21] . Thus, in the total case, to evaluate a con®guration jX U j multiplications are carried out.
Nevertheless, in the partial case, as we must remove (by addition) the variables in X R , the chain rule cannot be used to evaluate a con®guration x E because of the large number of necessary operations (additions and multiplications). For example, if we have a network with jX U j 50; jX E j 15; jX R j 30 and jX O j 5, the number of operations is bounded by 2 30 additions and 50 Â 2 30 multiplications. Clearly, this is computationally intractable given the large number of evaluated individuals in this kind of algorithms. Because of this, in [7] the ®tness P x E ; x O of a con®guration x E is computed by the process described below, where T fC 1 ; . . . ; C t g is a rooted clique tree, being C 1 the root. 1. Enter the evidence x O in T, 2. Enter (as evidence) the con®guration x E in T, 3. Perform CollectEvidence from the root (C 1 ) (i.e., an upward propagation), and 4. px E ; x O is equal to the sum of the potential stored in the root (C 1 ).
Therefore, to evaluate a con®guration an exact propagation is carried out, or more correctly half propagation, because only the upward phase is performed and not the downward one (see [13] for details about clique tree propagation). Furthermore, for this propagation we can use a clique tree obtained without constraints and so its size is much smaller than the clique tree used for exact partial abductive inference. In addition, in [7] it is shown how the tree can be pruned in order to avoid the repetition of unnecessary computations when a new chromosome is being evaluated. An improvement to this algorithm can be found in [9] , consisting of the use of speci®c genetic operators that allow us to take advantage of the calculations previously carried out when a new individual is being evaluated. In this way the need to perform a whole upward propagation is avoided, although more memory is needed.
Building a clique tree
Nowadays, the most frequently used propagation algorithms are based on the transformation (compilation) of the BBN in a secondary structure called clique tree, in which the calculations are carried out. Using clique tree propagation we do not constrain the topology of the network. To obtain a clique tree a two-stage process has to be carried out: (1) the cliques are determined, and (2) they are given a tree structure in which the running intersection property is veri®ed. In this paper we assume that G is a connected graph, this assumption does not imply any loss of generality, because if G is a disconnected graph the process can be applied to each component in turn.
In order to obtain the cliques of a graph G, the following steps have to be carried out (see [4] or [13] for a detailed description of the process): 1. Obtain the moral graph G M by: (1) adding a link between every pair of nodes with a common child in G, and (2) dropping the directionality of the links in G. Fig. 1(b) shows the moral graph for the network in Fig. 1(a) . 2. Obtain a triangulated graph G T . A graph is triangulated if there are no cycles of length 4 or more without a chord (link). If G M is not already triangulated, it will be needed to be ®lled in (by adding links). Fig. 1(c) shows a triangulation of G M . The triangulation process is usually guided by a deletion sequence of the nodes in the graph. Dierent sequences can yield dierent triangulations, and this is a key point in the process, because clique tree size depends on the deletion sequence used during triangulation. Although searching for the best deletion sequence is an NP-hard problem, suitable heuristic algorithms have been proposed [2, 14] . 3. Give a label to each node of G T using the maximum cardinality search [23] . Fig. 1(c) shows a possible labeling for the triangulated graph. 4. Get the cliques (maximal fully connected sub-graphs) of G T and rank them according to the label of the nodes included in each clique. Thus, after this process we obtain an ordered list of cliques L fC 1 ; C 2 ; . . . ; C t g. In Fig. 1(d) we can see the cliques and their associated label.
The running intersection property says that is C i and C j are two cliques in the tree, then the variables in C i C j are contained in every clique along the path between C i and C j . To obtain a tree satisfying this property the following process is carried out: · Let S i denote the separator of clique C i . Take S 1 as the empty set, and
· Set C 1 as the root of the tree, and for i 2; . . . ; t select as parent of
Finally, a potential function w de®ned over the variables in a clique is associated to every clique in the tree. Each probability family f Xi presented in the network is assigned to one (and only one) clique C j , such that, F Xi C j (the existence of such a C j is ensured by moralization). If there is a clique with an empty set of assigned families, it is given an unitary potential. For the remaining cliques, do wC i 2 Q f X j PF Ci f Xj , with F C i being the set of families assigned to C i . After this process, the clique tree represents a factorization of the joint probability distribution:
shows a rooted clique tree, with C 1 as the root. Variables inside brackets represent the separator set, and variables outside brackets are the residual set. Clique tree propagation eciency depends on the clique tree size, which strongly depends on the largest clique in the tree. As the evaluation of a chromosome is carried out by means of clique tree propagation, by reducing the size of the clique tree we will improve the eciency of the genetic algorithm (GA). In Section 6 we will present an algorithm that, by taking advantage of the fact that the explanation set is known a priori, allows us to obtain a reduced clique tree. Before that, we will revise Lauritzen and Spiegelhalter's absorption of evidence, because our algorithm is based on this idea.
Lauritzen and Spiegelhalter's absorption of evidence
Usually, evidence X O x O is entered to the clique tree using the following process (by x 5Y we denote the con®guration obtained from x after removing the literals corresponding to the variables not in Y):
In this way the clique tree structure is left unmodi®ed and can be used for other problems (supersets of the current evidence, or even with dierent evidence sets by using fast retraction of evidence [5] ). However, Lauritzen and Spiegelhalter propose in [15] to enter the evidence by a process that they de®ne as absorption of evidence, which basically consists in absorbing evidence by conditioning the potential representation. The process is performed in two steps: (1) projection of the potentials involving evidence items onto a new reduced clique, 3 and (2) removal of non-maximal clusters (if any). This process can be seen in the next example:
Example 4.1. Consider the clique tree in Fig. 1(d) and let us assume that all the variables contained in it are propositional variables with two possible values, for example, fa; ag for variable A. Suppose that evidence x O A a; G g has been found. Then, cliques C 1 ; C 5 and C 6 are modi®ed by removing the evidence variables, and their potential functions are modi®ed as follows:
Fig . 2(a) shows the result of this step. As we can see, cliques C 1 and C 5 are subsets of other cliques in the tree. If a clique C i is a subset of a clique C j , C i can be removed by combining its potential with C j . So, we obtain the clique tree in Fig. 2 (b) as follows:
Making w Ã C i 2 wC i for unmodi®ed potentials, in the initial clique tree we have P B; C; D; E; F ; H ; a; g wB; C; a Â wB; C; D Â wC; D; E Â wD; E; F Â wE; F ; g Â wF ; H ; g; and in the reduced clique tree we have
We can now obtain P a; g by means of an upward propagation in the reduced clique tree, whose size is 26, whereas the size of the initial clique tree is 48. Therefore the propagation over this clique tree will be faster. Van der Gaag [24] has shown how the idea of the evidence absorption can improve the average-case computational cost of probabilistic inference. 
Absorption of the explanation set
The following re¯ection can be made at this point: When the genetic algorithm is running and a new chromosome has to be evaluated, the chromosome represents the state taken by all the variables in the explanation set, i.e. we are trying to evaluate px O ; x E . In this computation, x O and x E play a very similar role, with the only dierence that x O is ®xed for a given problem and that x E changes in dierent chromosomes. If we assume that the explanation set does not change from case to case, then we can consider that the variables in X E are always evidence variables, and then try to obtain a reduced clique tree, in which the evaluation function will be faster.
Returning to our example, if X E fA; Gg, we can evaluate the chromosome a; g using the reduced clique tree obtained. However, we also need to be able to evaluate the remaining chromosomes, that is, a; g, a; g, and a; g. This is possible if we modify the previous method, as follows: · Let C i E be the set of explanation set variables included in clique C i (C i E C i X E ). Now, when C i E is absorbed, we split the potential wC i in as many potentials as dierent con®gurations of C i E exist. That is, for each con®guration c i E of C i E , we make
Thus we are now storing in w Ã an array of potentials rather than a single one. · If some non-maximal cluster has to be removed by combination with its superset clique, we now have to perform a set of combinations instead of a single one, because the superset clique will contain an array of potentials.
In our example, we will have the following potentials after the absorption phase (only potentials involved in absorption are listed):
Ca 2 wB; C; a; w Ã B; C a 2 wB; C; a;
( The deletion of non-maximal clusters yields the following potentials for C 2 and C 4 :
( Although some cliques have arrays of associated potentials, this is not a problem because a single potential will be considered in the course of propagation. The concrete potential to be used in a particular clique C i is determined by the chromosome x E being evaluated, i.e., we use x
as the index for the potential to be used in C i . In our example, if we are evaluating x E a; g, then wC 2 a, wC 4 g and wC 6 g will be the potentials used in cliques C 2 , C 4 and C 6 during the propagation.
Obtaining a reduced clique tree
In this section we propose a new algorithm in order to obtain a reduced clique tree. Instead of building a clique tree for all the variables in the BBN, and then reducing it, our idea is to obtain a clique tree containing only the variables in X U n X E . In this way we hope that the size of the obtained clique tree would be smaller, because we start the triangulation process with a sparser graph than the initial one and the clique tree is speci®c for this explanation set. That is, instead of optimizing the clique tree size and then reducing it, we reduce the initial undirected graph and then we optimize the clique tree (or better clique tree forest) built from it.
Of course, the obtained cliques have to be enlarged with the variables in the explanation set, in order to obtain a potential representation of the joint probability distribution factorized by the original network. We will denote these new clusters of variables as C e i . We now give the detailed version of the proposed algorithm, which we have called get-reduced-forest because in most occasions a forest of trees, and not a single tree is obtained. A detailed description of each step is given below.
Algorithm (Get-reduced-forest (G, X E )).
Input: The BBN G X U ; E and the explanation set X E . Output: The reduced forest for X E . 1. Obtain the moral graph G M . 2. Obtain G M p as the projection 4 of G M over the variables in X U n X E . 4 The projection is carried out by deleting all the variables in X E and all the edges X i À X j such that fX i ; X j g X E T Y. This produces a much simpler graph than the marginalization process in [3] , but it is enough for a factorization of the joint probability given that the values of variables in the explanation set are known.
3. Obtain a forest F from G M p by applying the process described in Section 3 to each connected component of G M p . Only graphical structure is obtained, not potential representation. 4. Let fC 1 ; . . . ; C f g be the set of cliques contained in F. 5. For every C i in F consider an enlarged cluster C e i which is initialized to C i : C e i 2 C i . 6. Let L fF X 1 ; . . . ; F Xn g be the list of families contained in the network. Attending to the variables of X E contained in each family, we divide the list of families in three sub-lists:
For every F Xi P L N assign f Xi to an enlarged cluster C e j such that F Xi C e j . 8. For every F X i P L P assign f X i to an enlarged cluster C e j such that F Xi fX U n X E g C Now, we describe each step of the algorithm: · Steps 1 and 2. As we want to obtain a reduced tree containing only variables not in X E , we remove variables in X E from the graph. However, we previously obtain the moral graph in order to maintain the original dependences. In Step 2 it is very usual to break the graph up into a set of disconnected components. As was stated in Section 3 this causes no inconvenience because we can treat each component separately, obtaining a forest and not a single clique tree. In fact, it is an advantage because propagation will be faster. · Steps 3 and 4. The graphical structure for the variables not in the explanation set is obtained. · Step 5. In order to build a potential representation of the joint probability distribution, all the families in the network have to be included in at least one clique, so we need to enlarge the cliques with the variables in X E . We begin by making a copy of the original cliques. · Step 6. Depending on the variables contained in each family their treatment will be dierent, so we begin by classifying the families in three groups: families without variables in X E (L N ), families contained in X E (L E ), and families with variables in X E and in X U n X E (L P ). · Step 7. As families in L N are contained in X U n X E , moralization ensures the existence of at least one clique C i (and so a cluster C e i ) containing each family F Xj in L N . · Step 8. In this step we begin to enlarge the clusters with variables belonging to X E . The idea is to ®nd a cluster C e j containing all the variables in F Xi X U n X E , and enlarge it with the variables in F Xi X E . To ensure the existence of such a cluster, we have to prove that for all family F Xi P L P at least one clique C j P F exists that is a superset of F X i 5X U nX E . From the following sequence of operations we can see that this clique always exists:
1. When the moral graph is obtained, variables in F Xi constitute a fully connected sub-graph in G M . 2. When G M p is obtained, variables in X E and all their incident links are removed, but no link between variables in X U n X E is removed. Thus, the variables in F Xi X U n X E constitute a fully connected sub-graph and they will be included in the same clique C j (because triangulation could add links but does not remove any link). It is clear that C j is the clique we are looking for. If for a family more than one cluster is found as a candidate to be enlarged, we select (heuristically) the smaller one. · Step 9. The way we proceed in this step is similar to that in the previous one, but now we search for non-empty intersections between the variables belonging to X E and not for the variables belonging to X U n X E . In this step we can also have several candidate clusters to be enlarged for a given family. In this situation we operate as in the previous step, that is, enlarging the candidate of smallest size. · Step 10. The potential associated with every enlarged cluster is obtained. At this point
is a factorization of the joint probability distribution stored in G. · Step 11. Finally, the array of potentials associated with every clique C i is obtained. Notice, that for those cliques C i such that C i C e i the array will have dimension equal to 1. We apply now the algorithm to our previous example. Fig. 3(a) shows the projection of the moral graph over the variables not in the explanation set fA; Gg; as we can see, the resulting graph has two disconnected components, and so, a forest with two trees F fT 1 ; T 2 g is obtained (Fig. 3(b) ).
Once we have obtained the graphical structure, we begin to process the list of families. Attending to the variables in X E the following classi®cation is obtained:
L P F B fB; Ag; F C fC; Ag; F G fG; Eg; F H fH ; F ; Gg;
The treatment of the families belonging to L N yields the following initial assignment:
fB; Dg 2 f D ; fF ; Dg 2 f F ; fH ; F g 2 1; fC; Eg 2 f E :
We begin now to enlarge the cliques by processing the families in L P : · Processing F B : The only candidate clique to be enlarged is fB; Dg, so we assign the family to this clique and enlarge it with variable A. Fig. 4(a) shows the result. · Processing F C : In this case we also have only one candidate to be enlarged: fC; Eg. Fig. 4(b) shows the result. · Processing F G : The only candidate is fC; E; Ag, so we enlarge it. Fig. 4(c) shows the result. · Processing F H : The only candidate is fF ; H g, so we enlarge it. Fig. 4(d) shows the result. As the treatment of F A does not yield the enlargement of any cluster we can select randomly between the two candidates fB; D; Ag and fC; E; A; Gg. If the ®rst one is selected, the following assignment of families to enlarged clusters is obtained:
Finally, we obtain the following array of potentials for the cliques in F:
w Ã H ; F 2 fwH ; F g; wH ; F gg; w Ã C; E 2 fwC; Ea; g; wC; Ea; g; wC; E a; g; wC; E a; gg:
After this process we have obtained a (forest of) clique tree(s), de®ned over X U n X E . However, the potentials associated with the cliques in that graphical structure do not represent a factorization of P X U n X E , but a factorization of P X U n X E ; x E for all con®guration x E of X E , by selecting from the array of potentials associated with each clique the potential indexed by x E . Therefore, when we want to evaluate a con®guration x E we work as if x E had been entered as evidence. It is well known that if the clique tree factorizes over P X U n X E ; x E , and a collect evidence phase is called on some clique C i (usually the root), then the normalization factor f can be obtained by the following marginalization:
and this normalization factor coincides with the probability of the instantiated evidence, that is, f P x E . If some observed evidence X O x O has been entered, then f P x E ; x O . This is the basis for the evaluation function proposed in [7] and described in Section 2.
If we have a forest F of clique trees fT 1 ; . . . ; T n g, then we can operate separately over each tree, avoiding the computational cost of passing messages that serve to rescale the clique potentials [12] . In this case, due to the independence relations that allow us to work with a forest of clique trees, we can obtain the normalization factors f 1 ; . . . ; f n by applying the previous procedure over each clique tree, and then to obtain the whole normalization factor, that is,
If we compare the result obtained when we apply Lauritzen and Spiegelhalter absorption of the explanation set ( Fig. 2(b) ) with that obtained by our algorithm ( Fig. 3(b) ), we can see that our expectations have materialized, because of the smaller size of the structure obtained by our method. Furthermore, we have obtained a forest and not a single tree, so that if a multiprocessor computer is available, propagation over each tree could be carried out in a dierent processor, and the gain would be greater.
Experimental evaluation
In this section we compare the eciency of evaluating a chromosome by using the reduced forest with respect to the evaluation functions proposed in previous works [7, 9] . We have carried out dierent experiments using four networks. The ®rst one is the Alarm network [1] , a real network that has been very commonly used in specialized literature. As this network can be considered to be small, we have generated three random networks with 50, 75 and 100 variables. The number of cases for each variable is 2. Table 1 shows some information about the four networks.
As the eciency of our evaluation function depends on the size of the clique tree in which the propagation is carried out, we have performed the following experiment over the four networks: Experiment 1. First, we obtain a clique tree for the network. The size of this clique tree and the size of its largest clique will be used for comparisons with the reduced trees obtained when an explanation set is considered. Second, we have randomly generated 50 explanation sets for each considered size. For each explanation set a reduced forest is obtained by applying our algorithm, storing the size of the whole forest, the size of the largest tree in the forest, and the size of the largest clique in the forest. We also compute the amount of memory necessary to store the dierent structures, assuming that 4 bytes are used for a real number. Therefore, for the clique tree memory requirements are obtained as clique tree size Â4. However, the memory requirements for a forest are calculated using the size of the array of potentials, that is, the enlarged cluster size and not the clique size is used. The obtained results (averaged over the 50 dierent explanation sets) are presented in Tables 2±5. Experiment 2. The aim of this experiment is to observe the impact of replacing previous evaluation functions in the GA by that proposed in this paper. We have performed the comparison in particular for the three following GAs: GA1. An upward propagation over the clique tree is used as the evaluation function [7] . GA2. The ®rst population is evaluated as in the previous point, but for the remaining of populations, only partial upward propagation is required, because of the problem-speci®c genetic operators used in the algorithm [9] .
GA3. An upward propagation over the reduced forest obtained by applying the algorithm presented in Section 6 is used as evaluation function. The problem-speci®c genetic operators introduced in [9] cannot be directly combined with the use of a reduced forest, because these operators are based on the presence of explanation set variables in cliques.
In this paper we do not show results about the accuracy of GA3. This is due to the fact that GA3 has the same accuracy as GA1 (propagation over a clique tree de®ned over X U ) [7] , because both methods implement exact propagation. Experiments showing the good behavior of GA1 (and so of GA3) can be found in [7] . A detailed comparison between the accuracy of GA1 and GA2 can be found in [9] .
The number of generations and the population size are the same for the three GAs, and these values have been increased with the number of variables in the explanation set. Fig. 5 shows a plot of the CPU time used by the GAs for the Alarm network.
For the other networks we show (Tables 6±8) the CPU time required to evaluate one chromosome using propagation over the clique tree and propagation over a reduced forest. This experiment cannot be performed for the evaluation function used in GA2 [9] because this evaluation function is based on the information stored when the chromosomes were evaluated. In any case, we can see from Fig. 5 (and also from experiments performed in [9] ) that this evaluation function requires, roughly speaking, between 50% and 70% of the time required by propagation over the clique tree (GA1).
In these experiments the results are averaged over 10 dierent runs, that is, 10 dierent explanation sets for each size.
Experimental conclusions
After analyzing the results we are in a position to draw the following conclusions: · The size of the graphical structure (to be used during propagation) obtained with the method proposed in this work is signi®cantly smaller than the size of a clique tree obtained for all the variables in the network. · The size of the obtained reduced forest decreases (in general) with the number of variables in the explanation set. This is due to the following: (1) if we have fewer variables the probability tables will be smaller, and (2) the removal of links yields a reduction in the number of variables included in a clique, so its associated potential will have a smaller size. · The amount of memory necessary to store the whole structure, that is, to store the array of potentials is signi®cantly greater than that needed to store the clique tree. · The amount of memory necessary to store the array of potentials increases with the number of variables in the explanation set. This is due to the way these variables are assigned to the enlarged clusters. · The use of this new approach to evaluate the chromosomes yields a signi®-cant time gain even for small networks. · In the execution of a GA, hundreds or thousands of chromosomes have to be evaluated, so the amount of time needed to perform an evaluation should be very small. From the experiments performed in this paper, we can deduce that for large networks the evaluation functions proposed in [7, 9] are unsuitable because of the amount of time required for propagation. However, we can see that propagation over a reduced forest can be successfully applied.
Conclusions
The problem of performing partial abductive inference in BBNs has been studied. This type of probabilistic reasoning has the disadvantage that depending on the selected explanation set, exact inference may be unfeasible even for networks in which exact inference is feasible for other types of probabilistic reasoning (such as probabilities propagation or total abductive inference).
In previous attempts to ®nd an approximate solution to this problem [7, 9] , the evaluation function was based on an exact probabilities propagation over a clique tree. This type of approach requires assuming the network to be such that an exact probabilistic propagation is feasible. However, for complex problems this assumption falls short and requires rede®ning as follows: we assume that the network is such that an exact probabilistic propagation is feasible and can be performed swiftly, because hundreds or thousands of propagations have to be carried out during the execution of the GA.
In this paper we have presented an algorithm that by using our a priori knowledge (the explanation set), allows us to obtain a forest of trees with a size considerably smaller than the original clique tree de®ned over all the variables in the network. By using this forest for propagation we have signi®cantly improved the evaluation function (up to 250,000 Â speedups in some cases).
The disadvantage involved in using this new structure to evaluate a chromosome is the greater demand upon computer memory requirements. This might seem to contradict the foregoing, where we argue that the reduced forest has a size considerably smaller than the initial clique tree, but the contradiction is only apparent. In the computer memory we have to store an array of potentials for each clique in the forest, which needs as much memory as the enlarged cliques obtained by the algorithm. However, when propagation is carried out a single potential is considered for each clique, so that its size is much smaller. The concrete potential used for each clique is determined on line using the chromosome being evaluated as the index for the dierent arrays.
We are also aware that the obtained reduced forest is only valid for a speci®c problem, i.e., is only valid for the explanation set used to reduce the clique tree. However, it is clear that this particular solution performs better than the general one (clique tree).
Another advantage stemming from the approach taken in this paper is the ease with which a certain parallelism level may be implemented. In fact, coarse grain parallelism can be implemented by distributing the dierent trees included in the graph among the available processors.
In order to reduce the amount of memory needed by the algorithm, in future work we plan to investigate the following potential solutions: · Using the method proposed by Lauritzen and Spiegelhalter but without performing the step in which non-maximal clusters are absorbed. In this case the amount of memory necessary will be smaller than that required to store the clique tree de®ned over all the variables. However, the structure used to perform the propagation will have a greater size than the reduced forest obtained when non-maximal clusters are absorbed, with the result that propagation will be slower. It is, of course, the case that the strategy of absorbing only some non-maximal clusters can be used, by trying to achieve an equilibrium between the size of the structure used for propagation and the amount of memory necessary to store the array of potentials. · Modifying our algorithm by allowing the presence of clusters that are not cliques in the junction tree. This case is similar to the previous one. · Modifying the step in which families of L E are assigned, by allowing the repetition of some variables. In this way we expect to ®nd some smaller-sized arrays. For the future we also plan to investigate the adaptation of the speci®c genetic operators designed in [9] to this reduced graphical structure and the use of the method proposed above to evaluate individuals in other schemes, such as simulated annealing or tabu search.
